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Electrical Equipment - Course 230.2

ELECTRICAL METERING: PART 2

VOLTAGE COUPLERS AND METERS

1. OBJECTIVE

The student must be able to:

1.1 For a capacitor voltage transformer:

State its purpose.
Descrioe its normal operation.
State the three safety precautions.

a Bushing capacitor voltage transformer:

( a)
(b)
(c)

1.2 For

.( a)
(b)
(c)

State its purpose.
Describe its normal operation.
State the three safety precautions.

1.3 Explain how the outputs from VTls and eT'a are used
to give indications of:

(a) Voltage.
(b) Current.
(c) Active Power.
(d) Reac ti ve Power.

2. INTRODUCTION

This lesson explalns the construction, normal oper
ation and safety precautions associated with capacitor
voltage transformers and bushing capacitor voltage
transformers.

The lesson then goes an to explain how the outputs
from VT's and eTts are used to give indications of:

- voltage
- current
- active power
- re ac ti ve power
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3. CAPACITOR VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

3.1 Purpose and Principle of Operation

The previous lesson 230.24-1 explained how a
wound voltage transformers are used to proportion
ally reduce the pr imary cireui t vol tage to a safe
value of 120/11' v. Wound voltage transformers are
used up to and including 115 kV but above this
voltage they become too bulky and too expensive.
At 230 kV "and 500 kV, capacitor voltage
transformers are used in place of wound voltage
transformers.

Figure 1 shows the symbol for a capacitor
vol tage transformer and Figure 2 shows the princ
iple of operation. The line to ground voltage,
(230/~ kV in this case) is divided by the use of
several (4 is a typical number) high voltage
capacitors. The voltage produced across the
nground end" capacitor (typically 20 kV) is applied
across a small wound potential. transformer Which
reduces the line voltage to 120/13 v.

--

20kV

--

HIGH VOLTAGE CONDUCTOR

1
---~------- ~

2{3330 kV = 132 kV .I"=I132kV
-20kV SMALL WOUND

I _{~~~NDCAPACITOR

120V/f3

120V/ff

Figure 1: Symbol for a
Capacitor Voltage
Transformer.

Figure 2: Pr inc iple of
Operation of a
Capacitor Volt
age Transformer.
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3.2 Safety Precautions

There are three safety precautions associated
with a capacitor voltage transformer.

(al The output (secondary) circuit is fused to
prevent damage due to overloads and short cir
cuits.

(b) The secondary windings of the small wound
potential transformer must be grounded. This
prevents excessive static voltage build-up on
the secondary wiring.

(c) The secondary fuses are removed when the cir
cuit is isolated. This prevents any chance of
a backfeed to the small po ten tial transformer.

4. BUSHING CAPACITOR VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

4.1 purpose and Principle of Operation

The purpose and principle of operation of a
bushing capac i tor vol tage transformer is similar to
that of a capacitor voltage transformer. In a
bushing potential deVice, the capacitance of an HV
bushing (usually a transformer HV bushing) is used
to divide the voltage petween line and ground.
Figure 3 shows a half section of an HV bushing.
Note how concentric metallic foils are used to );rO

duce a series of capacitors' within the bushing.
These foils divide the voltage and ensure equal
electrical stressing of the bushing insulation.
The outer foil which is at a voltage of approxi
mately 20 kV, is connected to a small wound
potential transformer.

Figure 4 shows the symbol for a bushing capa
c i tor vol tage transformer and Figure 5 shows the
principle of operation.
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Figure 3: Half Section of a High Voltage Bushing.
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SMALL WOUND
VT AND CAPACITOR

BUSHING
FOILS
DIVIDE

VOLTAGE

--

HIGH VOLTAGE CONDUCTOR

~-~--~~--------~--

Figure 4: Symbol for a Bushing
Capacitor Voltage
Transformer.

Figure 5: Principle of Oper
ation. of a Bushing
Capacitor Voltage
Transformer.

4.2 Safety Precautions

Both bushing capacitor voltage transformers
and capacitor voltage transformers require the same
three safety precautions, ie,

(a) Fusing of the secondary circuit.

(b) Grounding of the secondary circuit.

(c) Removal of secondary fuses, when the c iraui t
is isola ted.
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5. VOLTAGE CURRENT AND POWER MEASUREMENT

5.1 Voltage Measurement

Figure 6 shows a typical circuit where a wound
VT is used to proportionally reduce the 1 ine vol t
age tQ.. a safe value. A vol tmeter whose rating is
120//3 V and scaled 0-24 kV, is connected across
the VT secondary terminals.. It is not usual to
indicate the voltage of all three phases. This is
because voltages are usually balanced.

2.4kV ...:::.....------------
3 PHASE ....::..+0-...----- - - - - - --
CIRCUIT B

~~~-~-~~_.-------

16kA

R
ITS

-

CT~ RATIO 16 kA{SA
v

v ,

,

'- -
TOOTHE

CIRCU

C:A

METER
SCALED
0-16kA--

-
TO OTHER VT's
AND CIRCUITS

~'-T"'_-_I>4.../V
METER

SCALED
0-24kV

WOUNDVT
RATIO
240DDV/.f3

120V/.f3

Figure 6: Voltage Measuring
Cireui t.

FiQure 7: Current Measuring
Circuit.

5.2 Current Measurement

Figure 7 shows a typical circuit where a CT is
used to proportionally reduce the line current to a
safe value. An ammeter whose rating is SA and
scaled 0-16 000 A will give a true indication of
current. Again, it is not usual to indicate cur
rent in all three phases, and this is because the
currents are usually balanced.
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5.3 Active Power Measurement

For a three phase system, active p:>wer P

Watts

For a wattmeter to measure active power, it has to
have an input of both line vol tage VL and line
current I L- The wattmeter computes power by
mUltiplying VL by I L and at the same time it
takes into account the 13 factor and Cos e, (the
angle be'tween VL and ILl.

5.4 Reactive Power Measurement

For a three phase system, reactive IX>wer Q

Vars

A var meter is similar in construction to a watt
meter and receives the same voltage and current
input signals. The circuit differs from that of a
wattmeter in that an external component box is used
to turn the vol tage vee tors throug h 90 0 • With the
component box the meter reads.

Q - I3VLIL Cos (90-6)

= I"!vLIL Sin 6
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ASSIGNMENT

1. For a capacitor voltage transformer:

a bushing capaci tor vol tage transformer.

a labelled diagram showing how the outputs from
and CT's are used to give indications of:.

State its purpose. (Section 4.1)
Describe its normal operation. (Section 4.1)
State the saLety precautions. (Section 4.2)

State its purpose. (Section 3.1)
lJescribe its normal operation. (Section 3.1)
State the safety precautions. (Section 3.2)

(Section 5.l)
(Section 5.2)

Vol tage.
Current.

( a)
(b)
(c)

2. For

( a)
(b)
(c)

3. Draw
VT's

( a)
(b)

Include all relevant safety features.

4. Ex plain how the autputs from VT I S and CT I S are used to
give indications of:

(a) Active Power.
(b) Reactive Power.

(Section 5.3)
(Section. 5.4)

J .R.C. Cowling
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